
 
1) Details of policing smoking in cars carrying children – could you please provide the following 
details for the period October 2015-October 2018? Please fill in the columns and return the attached 
spreadsheet entitled "Smoking in cars example spreadsheet" in an xls/csv file format:  
- Number of vehicles stopped because of drivers/passengers smoking in cars 
- Number of verbal warnings for drivers/passengers smoking in cars 
 
This information is not recorded.  
 
- Fines/penalty charge notices issued for drivers/passengers smoking in cars 
- Total value of fines/penalty charge notices issued for drivers/passengers smoking in cars 
- Number of court summons issued for drivers/passengers smoking in cars 
- Number of prosecutions for drivers/passengers smoking in cars 
- Details of any sentences for drivers/passengers smoking in cars 
 
No information is held. The fixed penalties are issued in conjunction with local councils therefore they 
may hold information.  
 
There are two crime records relating to smoking in cars, however no arrests. 
 

Date Outcome 

Sep-16 15. Evidential difficulties: Suspect ID 

Jul-17 15. Evidential difficulties: Suspect ID 

 
Figures represent the number of crimes recorded during the period which: 
 - were not subsequently cancelled 
 - were an offence of: 
        197/02 - Smoking in a vehicle in which a child was present 
        197/03 - Driver fail to prevent smoking in vehicle in which child was present 
These figures may be subject to further reclassification and cancelling and will therefore change over 
time. 
 
Crime classifications based on Home Office Counting Rules for Recorded Crime 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/counting-rules-for-recorded-crime  
 
2) Details of policing 20mph speed limits - could you please provide the following details for the time 
since the first 20mph speed limit was introduced in your police force area? Please fill in the columns and 
return the attached spreadsheet entitled "20mph limits example spreadsheet" in an xls/csv file format:  
- When was the first 20mph area introduced in your police force area (month and year)? 
 
This information is not held however the first recorded 20mph speeding offence is 18/10/2012. 
 
- How many roads have a 20mph speed limit in your police force area? 
- What is the total length in miles/km of all the roads with 20mph speed limits in your police force area? 
- Number of vehicles stopped because of drivers travelling above 20mph 
- Verbal warnings for drivers/passengers travelling above 20mph 
 
This information is not held.  
    
- Number of fines/penalty charge notices issued for drivers travelling above 20mph         
 

Year Number of Offences 

2012 12 

2013 25 

2014 23 

2015 58 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/counting-rules-for-recorded-crime


2016 57 

2017 83 

2018 47 

Grand 
Total 305 

 
 
- Total value of fines/penalty charge notices issued for drivers travelling above 20mph    
 
Up to 15th August 2013 the fixed penalty for these offences was £60. From 16th August 2013 the fixed 
penalty was increased to £100. 
 
Of the 305 offences above 27 were pre August 16th 2013 and 278 were from 16th August 2013 
onwards. 
 
Some of these offences went to court where a different amount of penalty may have been imposed than 
the fixed penalty amount that the driver would have incurred had they dealt with the ticket or TOR (either 
£60 or £100).  
 
- Number of court summons issued for drivers/passengers travelling above 20mph          
 
65 notices should have gone to court. Of these 65 offences, 45 offences had a summons issued, 15 
offences have been weeded therefore no court results are held and the remaining 5 offences were no 
trace (2 of these were recent offences which are not on the system yet).   
 
- Prosecutions for drivers/passengers travelling above 20mph     
 
Further to the answer above re summonses issued, 44 offences resulted in a prosecution and 1 offence 
has yet to be heard at court. 
- Details of any sentences for drivers travelling above 20mph 
 
Of the 44 prosecutions there are 3 where no results are recorded. Of the 41 remaining cases, sentences 
were as follows: 
 

 

Victim 
Surcharge 

Criminal Courts 
Charge 

Licence Endorsed 
(points) Disqualified Costs 

£100 
fine £20 £150 5   £85 

£75 
fine £20 £150 3   £85 

£130 
fine £20 £520 3   £150 

£120 
fine £20 £150 3   £85 

£220 
fine £20 £150 3   £85 

£100 
fine £20   3     

£440 
fine £44   4   £85 

£310 
fine £31   6   £85 

£80 
fine £20   3     

£440 
fine £44   4   £85 



£175 
fine £20     Disq 1 month £85 

£146 
fine £20   3   £85 

£166 
fine £30   6   £85 

£100 
fine £30     disq 2 month £85 

£230 
fine £30   3   £85 

£440 
fine £44   6   £85 

£200 
fine £30   6   £85 

£120 
fine £30     disq 56 days £85 

£100 
fine £30   3     

£168 
fine £30   6   £85 

£184 
fine £30   6   £85 

£280 
fine £30   6   £85 

£115 
fine £30   6   £85 

£80 
fine £30   6   £85 

£440 
fine £44   6   £85 

£440 
fine £44   4   £85 

£440 
fine £44   4   £85 

£660 
fine £66     disq 6 months £85 

£96 
fine £30   3   £85 

£440 
fine £44   6   £85 

£50 
fine £30     disq 6 months £85 

£120 
fine £30     disq 7 days £85 

£311 
fine £31   6   £85 

£220 
fine £30   3   £85 

£440 
fine £44   4   £85 

£241 
fine £30   5   £85 

£293 
fine £30   6   £85 



£220 
fine £30   3   £85 

£440 
fine £44   6   £85 

£230 
fine £30   5   £85 

£660 
fine £66   6   £85 

 
There are no crimes or arrests relating to speeding in a 20mph zone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


